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TOLERANCES ON MONOUNARY ALGEBRAS 

BoHDAN ZELINKA, Libcrcc 

(Received March 22, 1983) 

Congruence relations on monounary algebras were studied by J. Berman [1], 
L. A. Skornjakov and D. P. Jegorova [2j, D. Jakubikova-Studenovska [3], [4], 
D. P. Jegorova [5], [6] and G. C. Kurinnoj [7J, [8]. The aim of this paper is to 
investigate, for the case of tolerances, some questions which were dealt with by D. 
Jakubîkovà-Studenovskâ [3] for congruence relations. A monounary algebra is an 
ordered pair (Л , / ) , where Л is a non-empty set a n d / i s a unary operation on Л, i.e. 
a mapping of Ä into Ä. 

For every non-negative integer n and for each a e AWQ may define/"(x) recurrently 
so that /^(x) = X and/'X'x) = /{Г~\х)) for n ^ 1. 

A tolerance on a unary algebra {Ä,f) is a reflexive and symmetric binary relation T 
on A with the property that (x, y) e Г implies ( / (x) , / ( j ) ) e T for any x e A, у e A. 
If a tolerance on {A,f) is transitive, it is a congruence on {A,f). 

In our considerations we shall often use graphs. 
The graph of the algebra (A,f) is the directed graph G(A,f) whose vertex set is A 

and in which there exists an edge going from x to у if and only if/(x) = у (such an 
edge may be a loop). 

The graph of a tolerance T o n {A,f) is the undirected graph G(T) whose vertex 
set is A and in which two vertices x, у are adjacent if and only if x ф у and (x, y) e T. 
By GQ[T) we denote the graph obtained from G{T) by deleting all isolated vertices. 

The vertex set of a connected component of G(A,f) is the support of a subalgebra 
of {A,f); this subalgebra is called a connected component of {A,f). If G(A,f) is 
connected (i.e. it has exactly one connected component), then {A,f) is also called 
connected. Each connected component of G(A,f) contains at most one cycle (a vertex 
with a loop or two vertices joined by two oppositely directed edges are also considered 
cycles). The vertex set of such a cycle is called a cycle in {A,f). These concepts may 
be obviously defined without using graphs; see e.g. [3]. 

Proposition 1. All tolerances on a monounary algebra {A,f) form a lattice 
LT(A,f) with respect to the set inclusion. The meet of two tolerances in LT(A,f) 
is their intersection, their join is their union. The least element of LT{A,f) is the 
identity relation A on A, the greatest element is the universal relation A x A. 

The proof is left to the reader. 
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Corollary 1. The lattice LT[Ä,f) is distributive. 

This fohows from the fact that, by Proposition 1, LT(A,J) is a sublattice of the 
lattice of all subsets of yl x A. 

Now let X, y be two distinct elements of A. The symbol T(x, y) will denote the least 
tolerance on {A,f) which contains the pair (x, j ) , i.e. the intersection of all tolerances 
on {A,f) which contain (x, y). The set of all tolerances Г(х, у) for xeA, у e A, x ф у 
will be denoted by M(A,f). 

Proposition 2. Let TQ e LT(A,f). The following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) The set /(To) = {TELT{AJ) \ A ^ T Я TQ] is a nowhere dense chain. 

(ii) ToeM(A,f). 

Proof. (ii)=>(i). If ToeM{AJ), then TQ = T{x, y) for some elements x, y. 
Evidently TQ consists of all pairs from A and of all pairs (/''(x),/"(j^)) and (/"(>'),/''(x)) 
for all non-negative integers n. Let Т ^ TQ, Те LT(A,f), Г Ф ^ . Then there exists 
the least non-negative integer к with the property that {/^(Х),/^{У))ЕТ Then 
T{f{x)J\y)) Ç r, because T{f{xlf{y)) is the least tolerance on {AJ) which 
contains the pair {f{x), f{y)). On the other hand, T{f\x}J\y)) consists of all 
pairs from A mid of all pairs {f\x)J%y)) and (f"{y).J\x)) for n ^ k. Then the 
minimahty of к implies T ç Т{/\х), f{y)) and hence T= T{f\x)J\y)). The set 
J{TQ) consists exactly of all tolerances T(f\x),f\y)) for all non-negative integers k; 
evidently T(f\x),f\y)) с T(f\x),f\y)) for I < к and therefore these tolerances 
form a nowhere dense chain. 

(i) => (ii). Suppose that J{TQ) is a nowhere dense chain. If J{TQ) = {TQ}, then 
evidently TQ is an atom of LT(^ , / ) and thus TQ e M{AJ). Otherwise J{TQ) - {TO} Ф 
Ф 0; as J{TQ) IS nowhere dense, there exists the greatest element T^ of J{TQ) — {TQ}; 
then To covers T̂  in J(To). We have TQ - Tj Ф 0; thus let (x, yJeTQ - T^. Evidently 
T(x,y) Ç To, T{x,y) Ф Ti, T(x, y) e J(To). As J(TQ) is a chain, we have T̂  с 
с Т(х, у) Я TQ and, as TQ covers T ,̂ we obtain To = T(x, j;). 

If A and the lattice LT(A,f) on A is given, according to Proposition 2 we can 
distinguish the tolerances belonging to M(A,f) from the other ones. 

Now consider again a monounary algebra {A,f). The union of all cycles of (Л , / ) 
will be denoted by Co(^, / ) . By Ci(A,f) we denote the set of all elements xe A such 
that X Ф Co(^ , / ) and / (x ) e Со(Л,/). By C2{A,f) we denote the set of all elements 
xeA such that / (x) e Ci{AJ). Finally, by Сз(Л,/) we denote the set A - {CQ{AJ) U 
^C,{AJ)KJC,{AJ)). 

For each x e Л, by Co[x], Ci[x], C2[x], Сз[х] we shall denote the intersections 
of the connected component of (Л , / ) containing x with the sets Co(^ , / ) , C^{A,f), 
C2{A,f), Сз(Л,/) , respectively. 

Proposition 3. Let {A,f) be a monounary algebra, a e A. Let C^{A,f) ф 0, Then 
the following two assertions are equivalent: 
(i) f{a) = a; 
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(ii) for each xe A ~ [a] the graph С^{Т{а, x)) either has only one edge, or is a star 
wtth the centre a. 

Proof, (i) => (ii). Let/(<^) = a. Then T{a, x) consists of all pairs from A and of 
the pairs (CÏ,/ ' ' (X)), (/"(x), a) for all non-negative integers n. This implies (ii). 

(ii) => (i). Suppose tha t / ( a ) = Ь ф a. Let с e C^{A,f) and consider T(a, c). This 
tolerance contains the pair (b,/(c)). We have Ь Ф a. If/(c) ф a, then in 0^{Т{а, с) 
there exists an edge joining b and / (c) and this edge is not incident with a, hence 
С^(Т(а, с)) is not a star with the centre a. Suppose / (c) = a; then a e C2{A,f) u 
u Сз(Л,/). The tolerance Г(а, с) contains the pair {f{b)j\c)) = (f(b), b). We have 
b Ф a. The equality/(b) = a would imply a = f^{a)e Со(Л,/), which would con
tradict a G C2{A,f) u C^{A,f); thus / (b) Ф a. Again the graph Go(T(a, c) contains 
the edge joining/(b) and b, none of whose end vertices is a. Hence (ii) does not hold. 

Now we shall define a certain set of tolerances on the algebra {A,f). The set P{A,f) 
consists of all tolerances Tsuch that Те LT(A,f) and the graph GQ(T) has one of the 
following properties: 
(a) GQ(T) is a one-way infinite path; 
(b) GQ(T) is a finite path of the length at least 3 and one of its vertices forms a one-

element cycle in {A,f); 
(c) GQ(T) is a finite path of the length at least 3, none of its terminal vertices forms 

a one-element cycle in {A,f), but one of its terminal edges has the property that 
there exists To G LT(A,f) such that this edge is the unique edge of G(TQ), while 
the edge adjacent to it in GQ(T) has not this property. 

(d) GQ{T) is obtained from a finite path of the length at least 2 and a circuit by iden
tifying a terminal vertex of the path with a vertex of the circuit. 

Proposition 4. Let {A,f) be a monounary algebra, let x e A, y e A, let CQ\_X'] = 0. 
/ / / ( x ) = y or f(^y) = X, then T(x, y) e P(A,f) and the case (a) from the definition 
pf P{AJ) occurs. Otherwise T(x, y) ф P(A,f). 

Proof. Le t / (x ) = y; then evidently Co[y'] = Co[x] = 0. The tolerance T{x, y) 
consists of all pairs from A and of the pairs (/"(x),/"'^^(x)), (/""^^(x),/"(x)) for all 
non-negative integers n. As Co[x] = 0, the elements x , / (x ) , / ^ (x ) , . . . form an infinite 
sequence of pairwise distinct elements and Go(T(x, y)) is a one-way infinite path. 
Analogously if f{y) = x. 

Now suppose tha t / (x ) Ф у and/(>^) ф x. If x = y, then T{x, y) = A $P[A,f). 
If X Ф j^ and if there exists к '^2 such that у = f\x), then T(x, j^) consists of all 
pairs from Л and the pairs (/"(x),/""*''^(x)) for all non-negative integers n. As CQ[X\ = 
= 0, we have also Co[/"(x)] = 0 for every n. Thus in this case Go(T(x, j ) ) consists 
of к disjoint one-way infinite paths. Analogously if x = f\y). Thus we may suppose 
that X is no power of j^ and у is no power of x. If Co[j] = 0, then Go(T(x, j;)) consists 
of infinitely many pairwise disjoint paths of the length 1. If Co[y\ Ф 0, then each 
power of;; belonging to a cycle in {A,f) has the infinite degree in Go(T(x, y)). Thus 
T{x,y)$P{AJ). 
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Proposition 5. Let {A,f) be a monounary algebra, let x e A, y E A, let |Co[x]| = 1. 
If XE Сз[х] and f{x) ^ у or у еСз[^] and f(y) = x, then T(x,y) E P{A,f) and the 
case (b)from the definition of P[A,f) occurs. Otherwise T[x, y) ф P[A,f). 

Proof. Let Х Е С З [ Х ] and let / (x) = y; then evidently Co[j^] = C'o[x] and 
|Co[y]| = 1. There exists a positive integer/7 such that Co[x] = {f%x)} = {f^'^y)}'-, 
suppose that h is the least positive integer with this property. The tolerance T(x, >') 
consists of all pairs from A and of the pairs (/'(x),/^'"'^(x)), {f"'^\x)J"{x)) for n = 
= 0, 1, ..., /z — 1, and Go(T(x, y)) is a finite path. As x e Сз[х], we have /t ^ 3 and 
(b) occurs. Analogously for у E СЗ[>'] and f(y) = x. I f / (x) = у and x ф Сз[х] or 
f{y) = X and у Ф Сз[з;], then /1 g 2 and the path has the length smaller than 3. 

Now suppose that / (x ) ф у and f{y) ф x. If x = y, then again T(x, y) = A ф 
фP(A,f). Thus suppose that x Ф j and there exists an integer k^2 such that 
/ ' '(x) = y. Then T(x, y) consists of all pairs from A and the pairs (/''(x),/"^^(x)), 
(/""^^(x),/'^(x)) for all non-negative integers n. In particular, T(x, y) contains the 
pairs (/^~^^'(x), f\x)) for / = 0, 1, - . .Д' ~ 1. If /c ^ 3, then the vertex Д х ) has 
a degree at least 3 in GO(T(X, y)) and this graph is not a path. If к = 2, then the 
element forming Co[x] is not a terminal vertex of GQ(T(X, y)) and (b) does not occur. 
The terminal edges of the path GQ(T[X, yj) are the edge joining x with/^(x) and the 
edge joining / (x ) with/^(x). The case (c) can occur only if h = 2 or h = 3. Neither 
(a) nor (d) can occur, In the case /i = 2 we should not have a path of the length at 
least 3; thus suppose h = 3. Then Go(r(x, v)) has the length 3 and its inner edge 
is adjacent to both terminal ones. But this edge joins /^(x) with /^(x); it is the 
unique edge of Go(r(/^(x),/^(x))) and (c) does not occur. Analogously for x = 
f^{y). The case when x is no power of v and y is no power of x is analogous to the 
corresponding case in the proof of Proposition 4. 

Proposition 6. Let {A,f) be a monounary algebra, let x E A, y E A, let |Co[x]| = 2. 
If X E С 2 И u Сз[х] and f{x) — у or f(y) = x, then T(x, y) E P(A,f) and the case 
{c)from the definition of P(A,f) occurs. Otherwise T[x, y) ф P(A,f). 

Proof. Let X E С 2 И u Сз[х] and/ (x) = j ; ; then Со[у'] = Co[x] and |Co[y]| = 
= 2. There exists a positive integer h such that Co[x] = {f''~^{x),f^{x)} = 
_ |yft-2^^^y/i-i^^^j. gyppQse tî a^ /j i3 i\^Q JQ^st positive integer with this property. 
The tolerance T(x, y) consists of all pairs from A and of the pairs (/"(x),/""^^(x)), 
{f'^\x),f"{x)) for n = 0,l,...Jt - 1, and Go(T(x, 3;)) is a finite path. As x e 
G С 2 И u Сз[х], we have h ^ 3. The edge joining/^'"-^(x) with/^(x) has the pro
perty that it is the unique edge of the tolerance Г(/''""^(х),/^(х)); the edge joining 
/^~^(x) with/' '~^(x) evidently has not this property. Hence (c) occurs. Analogously 
for X e С 2 И u Сз[х],/(}^) = X. 

If X ^ С 2 И u Сз[х], evidently Go(r(x, >')) cannot be a path of a length at least 3 
and for Go(T(x, >̂ )) the condition (d) is not satisfied. Thus we can assume that 
X 6 С 2 И u Сз[х]. Now suppose / (x ) ф v and f{y) Ф x. First suppose that there 
exists an integer /c ^ 2 such that/^(x) = y. Then T(x, y) consists of all pairs from A 
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and of the pairs (/"(x),/""*'^'(x)), {f"^^'{^)'f"(^)) ^^^ ^^^ non-negative integers n. 
There are at least two vertices of degree 1 in GQ{T(X, y)), namely x and/ (x) ; none of 
them forms a one-element cycle in {Ä,f). The edge joining x and/^(x) evindently 
has not the property from the condition (c). The edge joining/(x) with/^"'"^(x) can 
have this property only if (/^(x),/^'^^(x)) e zl, i.e./^"^^(x) = f^{x). This is possible 
only i f / % x ) e C o [ x ] and this implies/"(x) - / ' ( x ) o r / ^ ( x ) =f~'^(x). The first 
case is excluded by the assumption that x e С 2 И u Сз[х] and /^'"^(x) e Co[x]. 
Thus let/^(x) = f~^{x); the minimality of/i implies that h = 3. Asf^ + ̂ (x) = f\x), 
the number к is even and f\x) =: p{x), f^^^{x) = f^(x); the graph GQ{T{X, y)) 
consists of two connected components, each of which has only one edge. Thus (c) 
does not occur and evidently also none of the cases (a), (b), (d) occurs. Analogously 
for X = /^( j ) . The case when x is no power of у and у is no power of x is analogous 
to the corresponding case in the proof of Proposition 4. 

Proposition7. Let (Л,/) be a monounary algebra, let x e A, у e A, let |Co[x]| ^ 3. 
/ / x e C2[x] u Сз[х] and / ( x ) = у or f(y) = x, then T(x, y) e P(A,f) and the 
case (d) from the definition of P(A,f) occurs. Otherwise T(x, y) ф P[A,f). 

Proo f is analogous to the proofs of Propositions 4, 5, 6. 
Now we are ready to prove the following theorem. 

Theorem. Let (A,f) be a monounary algebra with the property that for each 
X e A either |Co[x]| = 1 and Сз[х] ф 0, or C2[x] u Сз[х] Ф 0. Let the set A and 
the lattice LT(A,f) on A be given. Then the algebra {A,f) can be uniquely re
constructed. 

Proof. Let A and LT[A,f) be given. According to Proposition 2 we are able to 
distinguish all tolerances belonging to M[A,f). Among them we distinguish all 
tolerances from P{A,f) with help of Propositions 4, 5, 6, 7. For each tolerance 
Те P{A,f) we construct its graph GQ(T) and introduce an orientation on it. If the 
case (a) from the definition of P{A,f) occurs, we direct each edge so that its initial 
vertex is that nearer to the initial vertex of the one-way infinite path. In the case (b) 
we direct each edge so that its terminal vertex will be its vertex nearer to the vertex 
forming a one-element cycle in {A,f). At the vertex forming a one-element cycle we 
add a directed loop. In the case (c) the mentioned terminal edge is replaced by two 
oppositely directed edges. Each other edge is directed so that its terminal vertex is 
its vertex nearer to this pair of edges. In the case (d) each edge not belonging to the 
circuit is directed so that its terminal vertex is its vertex nearer to the circuit. Now 
let a be the common vertex of the path and the circuit, let b be its adjacent vertex on 
the path and let c^, C2 be its adjacent vertices on the circuit. Evidently/(b) = a and 
further, either f(a) = c^, or f{a) = C2. Thus we examine Г(Ь, Cj). If / ( a ) = C2, 
then f{ci) = a = f{b) and T{b, c^) = A и {{b, c^), (c^, b)}. If f{a) = c^, then 
T(b, Ci) contains, moreover, also the pair (öf,/(c|)) which is evidently distinct from 
all pairs from A and from the pairs (b, Cj) and (cj, b). Therefore in the first case the 
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edge joining a with C2 will be directed from a to C2, in the second case it will be directed 
from C2 to a. All the other edges of the circuit will be directed so that this circuit be
comes a cycle. 

The union H of the graphs thus obtained is evidently a subgraph of G(Ä,f) and 
an edge of G{Ä,f) with the initial vertex x and the terminal vertex y does not belong 
to this subgraph if and only iff{x) = y and one of the following cases occurs: 

(i) y G Co[x], X is an image of no element of A in the mapping/; 

(ii) |Co[x]| = 1, y e Ci[x] and x is an image of no element of A in the mapping/; 

(iii) |Co[x]| = 1, >' e Co[x] and x is an image of no element of A i n /^ . 

Consider the case (i). If |Co[}^]| = 1, then such an edge belongs to G(A,f) if and 
only if T(X, y) = A и {(x, y), (y, x)} and x does not form a one-element cycle in 
(Л, / ) , while у does (this can be recognized with help of Proposition 2). If |Со[з^]| ^ 
^ 3, then it belongs to G{A,f) if and only if GQ(T(X, y)) consists of a circuit which 
forms a cycle in H and of the edge joining the vertex x outside this circuit with the 
vertex y belonging to the circuit. If |Co[j] | = 2, all is analogous to the preceding, 
only instead of speaking of a circuit we speak of an edge in GQ[T(X, y)) which forms 
a (two-edge) cycle in H. In the case (ii) such an edge belongs to G(A,f) if and only 
if T[x, y) = A и {(x, y), (y, x), {yj{y)), {f{y), y)} and f{y) forms a one-element 
cycle, while neither x nor у does. The case (iii) is analogous to the case (i). In this way 
the graph G(A,f) and thus also the algebra (A,f) is reconstructed. In the end we 
shall show two counterexamples for the cases when the conditions of Theorem are 
not satisfied. 

Let A be an arbitrary set of cardinahty at least 3. Le t / be a mapping on A such that 
f{x) ••= X for each x e A. Let ^ be a mapping on A such that there exists an element 
z E A. with the property that g(x) = z for each x e A. Then LT(A,f) = LT(A, g) and 
this is the lattice of all reflexive and symmetric binary relations on A, while the algebras 
(.4,/) and (.4, g) are evidently different. 

Another example is the following. Let A = {^о, a^, a2, ^3, 04, ^5} and le t / , g be 
mappings of A into A such that /{ÜQ) = a^, f(a^ = a2, /{^2} = ^з? /(^4) = ^s^ 
f{a^) = üi and g{ao) = a2, g^a^) = a^, 6 (̂02) = «4. д{^з) = «s. 9(^4) = ^u 
0 (̂05) = 02-Then again Lr(y4,/) = LT(A, g), because the set of all powers o f / is 
equal to the set of all powers of g. 
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